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AB STRACT: Methylene blue is widely used in various industrial branches. Due to insufficient treatment, its
occurrence in wastewater is frequently detected, which may result in serious environment problems to aquatic organisms.
Hydroponic experiments were conducted with rice seedlings (Oryza sativa L. cv. XZX 45) exposed to methylene blue
to determine the effective concentration using relative growth rate and water use efficiency as response endpoints.
Results showed that acute toxicity of methylene blue to rice seedlings was evident. Although a linear decrease in relative
growth rate and water use efficiency was observed in rice seedlings with increasing methylene blue concentrations,
relative growth rate of rice seedlings was more sensitive to change of methylene blue than water use efficiency. Using
non-linear regression, EC-48 h values for 10%, 20% and 50% inhibition of the relative growth rate were estimated to be
1.54, 3.22 and 10.13 mg MB/L for rice seedlings exposed to methylene blue, respectively, while smaller EC were
obtained for 96 h exposure. In conclusion, the toxic response of young rice seedlings to methylene blue is obvious and
inhibitory effects are highly dependent on response endpoints and the duration of exposure period.
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INTRODUCTION
Most colored effluents from various industrial
branches are discharged into the environment mainly
from dye manufacturing and textile finishing industries
(Vadivelan and Kumar, 2005).
The presence of coloring substance in water, even at
low concentrations, limits light diffusion and
consequently the photosynthesis processes are
inhibited (Hajjaji et al., 2006). It has become one of the
most problematic sources of aesthetic pollution,
eutrophication, and perturbation in aquatic ecosystems.
Indeed, more than ten thousands different kind of dyes
presently used in textile industry with an annual
production over 7×105 tons (Murugesan et al., 2007;
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Ahmad et al., 2009). Recent estimates indicate that
approximately 12% of synthetic textile dyes used each
year are lost during manufacture and processing
operations and 20% of these lost dyes enter the
environment through effluents that result from the
treatment of industrial wastewaters (Sauer et al., 2002;
Banerjee and Dastidar, 2005; Senthilkumaar et al., 2005b).
It is evident that the complex aromatic structures of dyes
make them more stable and more difficult to remove from
wastewater since most of them are non-biodegradable
aerobically (Banerjee and Dastidar, 2005), whereas
anaerobic degradation of dyes is also non-suggestive
due to the intermediate formation of toxic amines through
incomplete destruction by bacteria in the sediment
(Hamdaoui, 2005; Ahmad et al., 2009).
Methylene blue (MB), one of the basic dyes with
the structure of heterocyclic aromatic chemical
compound, is commonly used initially for dyeing of
silk, leather, plastics, paper, cotton mordanted with
tannin, and also in manufacturing of paints and printing
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commercially from the Hunan Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, P.R. China. Fifteen-days old rice seedlings
with similar height and weight were transplanted to a
pre-treatment solution containing 1 mM CaCl2 + 2 mM
MES-Tris buffer (pH 6.0) for 4 h to clear the ions from
cell wall space (Ebbs et al., 2008), and then ten rice
seedlings were transferred into a 50 mL Erlenmeyer
flask filled with 50 mL modified ISO 8692 nutrient
solution (Yu and Zhang, 2013) with an addition of 10
µM Fe-EDTA. The plants were kept for 24 h in modified
ISO 8692 solution to adapt new environmental
condition. The flasks were wrapped with aluminum
foil up to the flask mouth to prevent escape of water,
and to inhibit potential growth of algae inside. All flasks
were housed in a plant growth chamber with constant
temperature of 25 ± 0.5 °C and a relative humidity of 60
± 2% under continuous artificial light. Then, the nutrient
solutions in each flask were replaced by respective
spiked solutions, except control.
Methylene blue (MB, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, PR China) of analytical grade with
> 98.5% purity were used. Nominal concentrations were
used in this study. Eight different concentrations were
used for each testing chemical. Each treatment
concentration was conducted in four independent
biological replicates. Two test series (2-d and 4-d
exposure period) were conducted.

inks (Nasuha et al., 2010). Due to its extensive use,
occurrence in wastewater without proper treatment is
problematic because MB impedes light penetration into
water, reduces photosynthetic activity, and depletes
dissolved oxygen in water, thereby seriously causes
difficulties in the ecosystems of the receiving water
(Bulut and Aydm, 2006; Ahmad et al., 2009). Although
MB is not strongly hazardous but on inhalation, it can
show various harmful effects (Ahmad et al., 2009). The
dye may cause permanent eye injury to humans and
animals (Senthilkumaar et al., 2005a). The ingestion of
MB causes irritation to the gastrointestinal tract with
symptoms of nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea (Banerjee
and Dastidar, 2005; Senthilkumaar et al., 2005b; Tan et
al., 2008). It may also cause methemoglobinemia,
cyanosis, convulsions, tachycardia, and dyspnea, if
inhaled (Senthilkumaar et al., 2005a,b).
In our previous work, phytotoxic effects of MB on
the accumulation of hydrogen peroxide (H 2O 2),
activities and gene expression of antioxidant enzymes
in rice seedlings were investigated (Yu et al., 2014).
We found that MB-induced accumulation of H2O2 was
evident in both roots and shoots and the activities of
enzymes related to the ascorbate-glutathione cycle were
more sensitive to MB treatments than other
antioxidative enzymes (Yu et al., 2014). Trapp et al.,
(2000) specially developed an acute hydroponic
phytotoxicity for chemicals using growth, transpiration
and water use efficiency to evaluate the impacts of
pollutants to plants. Stress reduces the water use
efficiency (Larcher, 1995), and a change in the water
use efficiency can be used as indicator for chemical
stress to the trees on a sublethal level (Trapp et al.,
2000). Our objective was to quantify the effective
concentration (EC) based on different response
parameters, using hydroponic experiment with rice
seedlings exposed to MB. Two response endpoints,
relative growth rate and water use efficiency, were studied
and EC values were estimated using non-linear
regression method at the respective time intervals. This
work was conducted at the College of Environmental
Sciences & Engineering, Guilin University of Technology,
P. R. China from October 2013 to April 2014.

Relative growth rate
Rice seedlings were weighed prior to application
and at termination of exposure. The relative growth
rate (RGR, %) was calculated using the formula

RGR 

M (F )  M (I )
M (I )

 100

(1)

Where, M(I) and M(F) are the initial and final weight
(g) of rice seedlings, respectively.
Water use efficiency
Water use efficiency (WUE) (mg biomass/g water)
is the ratio between produced biomass and water
transpired (Trapp et al., 2000).

WUE 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Test chemicals and experiment design
Plant material and exposure regime were identical to
our previous work (Yu and Zhang, 2013). Seeds of rice
(Oryza sativa L. cv. XZX 45) were obtained

M (F )  M (I )

(2)

Vtranspired

Where M(I) and M(F) are the initial and final weight
(mg) of rice seedlings. Vtranspired is the transpiration (g
water) of seedlings calculated by the weight loss of
the plant-flask system.
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range test was used to determine the statistical
significance at 0.05 between the treatments (Sachs,
1992).

Inhibition rate
Percent inhibition rate (IR, %) on each parameter
was calculated using the equation

IR( C ,t )  (1 

1
1

n i 1
n

 ( C ,t )

m  j 1
m

 ( O ,t )

)  100

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phytotoxicity of MB to rice seedlings
Table 1 shows the measured relative growth rate
and water use efficiency of rice seedlings grown
hydroponically. All rice seedlings showed a positive
growth response after 2-d incubation, however a linear
decrease in relative growth was observed with
increasing MB concentrations (R2=0.947, n=8). A
significant decrease in relative growth rate was
observed with rice seedlings exposed to 5.0 mg MB/L
onwards (p<0.05) in comparison to control. Water use
efficiency in MB-treated rice seedlings also showed a
dose-dependent decrease (R2=0.968, n=8). Decrease in
water use efficiency was significant at higher than or
equal to 10.0 mg MB/L (p<0.05). Visible toxic symptoms
of chlorosis were not observed in any of the treatments
after 2-d exposure.
The change of relative growth rate also presented
a negative linear correlation (R2=0.921, n=8), with
increasing MB concentration in the treatment
solution after 4-d exposure. MB caused significant
decrease in relative growth rate at 5.0 mg MB/L or
higher concentrations (p<0.05). Similarly, a dosedependent decrease in water use efficiency
(R2=0.952, n=8) was observed in MB-treated rice
seedlings after 4-d exposure.

(3)

Where C is concentration (mg MB/L), t is time period
(d),  is different measured parameter, i is replicate 1,
2,…, n and j is control 1, 2,…, m.
Effective concentration
Effective concentration (EC) was determined by
measurement endpoints of acute toxicity using
different parameters of treated plants. The EC values
at the respective time intervals were estimated by nonlinear regression using the statistical program
MATLAB v.2008a with 95% confidence intervals.
In order to evaluate the goodness of all correlations
from different selected parameters, the residual root
mean square error (RMSE) was derived using the
following equation.

RMSE 

1 n
( IRi  iri ) 2

n  2 i 1

(4)

Where IRi is the calculated IR values from the
phytotoxicity tests, iri is the estimate from the simulated
curves for corresponding IRi and n is the number of
replicates for treatments.

Effective concentrations of MB to rice seedlings
The corresponding inhibition rate of different
response parameters at different exposure periods are

Statistical method
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s multiple

Table 1: Effects of various MB concentrations (mg/L) on relative growth rate (RGR, %) and water use efficiency (WUE,
mg biomass/g water transpired) of rice seedlings. Values are mean of 4 independent biological replicates. Numerical
values in brackets represent standard deviation. Asterisk symbol refers to the significance difference between MB
treatment and control (p < 0.05).
1.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

32.14

29.89

23.28 *

15.48 *

12.14 *

9.04 *

5.73 *

3.07 *

(5.86)

(3.27)

(1.90)

(2.46)

(1.44)

(2.43)

(1.94)

(1.45)

61.87

49.72

38.61 *

26.21 *

20.26 *

10.53 *

6.22 *

3.43 *

(6.32)

(9.26)

(8.95)

(4.24)

(5.15)

(2.02)

(1.81)

(1.54)

54.51

56.47

50.76

33.27 *

26.27 *

20.28 *

14.29 *

8.15 *

(5.54)

(4.92)

(4.99)

(5.31)

(3.37)

(4.13)

(2.71)

(2.03)

37.50

31.52

26.43 *

18.30 *

14.74 *

8.91 *

5.42 *

3.26 *

(4.09)

(2.59)

(3.13)

(2.54)

(4.09)

(1.93)

(0.89)

(1.51)

Conc. (mg MB/L) Conc. (mg MB/L)
0
RGR (%)

48-h

96-h

WUE(mg/g)

48-h

96-h
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shown in Table 2. It is obvious that inhibition rates of
both variables increased with the dose of MB supplied,
but the rates between the two parameters were found
to be different. Rice seedlings grown in the MB
treatment at 1.0 mg MB/L showed only a 7.0%
inhibition rate in the relative growth rate after 2-d
exposure, where a positive increase of 3.60% was
observed in the inhibition rate of water use efficiency.
When exposed to 5.0 mg MB/L onwards, the effect on
inhibition rates occurred more severe, in which more
than 27% inhibition rate of both variables was observed.
However, the inhibition rate of relative growth rate was
always higher than that of water use efficiency at the
respective concentration. It is worthwhile to note that
the both inhibition rates at the 4-d treatments
significantly increased in comparison to the 2-d
treatments, but the inhibition rates were found to be
different at different MB concentrations. The inhibition
rate of relative growth rate was also higher than that of
water use efficiency at all MB-treated rice seedlings.
The effective concentration (EC) is defined by the
concentration of a chemical, which produces
percentage inhibition of the maximum possible
response for that chemical (Yu et al., 2006). In our study,
the EC10, EC20 and EC50 correspond to the dose, at which
the relative growth rate and water use efficiency are
inhibited 10%, 20% or 50%. Non-linear regression was
conducted to calculate the effective concentration (EC)
values using the statistical program MATLAB. The
simulation curves of concentration-response model
shown in Fig. 1 indicated that all trends yielded were
significant, judged by the critical R for given n ( =
0.05). Therefore, the EC values for different parameters
at the respective time interval can be estimated using
the fitting equations. Results of the EC values depict in
Table 3. It is obvious that the smaller EC value was
obtained from relative growth rate than that from water
use efficiency, suggesting that the former is more
sensitive to the change of MB treatments than the latter.

Reliability of EC estimation
Here, we have an interest to evaluate the reliability
of EC values yielded by using non-linear regression.
Usually, the significance of simulation curve is judge
by regression coefficient (R2) and RMSE. It is known
that the higher R2 value the better fit curve, while the
smaller RMSE value the better fit curve. Therefore, it is
apparent that RGR showed a better fit than WUE for
the 48-h treatment. For the 96-h treatment, a different
result was obtained in which WUE had a better fit than
RGR. It is suggestive that MB had a stronger influence
on RGR of rice seedlings than WUE over a 48-h period
of exposure. When rice seedlings were exposed to MB
even longer, reduction in WUE of rice seedling was
largely due to an outcome of MB causing reduction in
transpiration rate. This is also judged by the ratio of
EC (WUE) to EC (RGR), in which the ratios for EC10,
EC20 and EC50 were determined to be 1.74, 1.37 and 1.26
for the 96-h treatment while the respective values for
the 48-h treatment were 2.48, 2.01, and 1.48,
respectively. It is obvious that the effect of MB on
RGR gradually decreased when exposure periods
increased, suggesting that MB may be degradable by
rice seedlings through an undefined degradation
pathway. Further studies on the presence of possible
enzymes involved in and their expression
quantitatively in the assimilation processes of MB in
plants using DNA based molecular analyses is needed
to unravel the complete picture of the assimilation
pathways of MB in plants.
Comparison to other findings
Anthropogenic inputs result in a significant release
of MB into the environment on a continuous basis.
Plants have been considered as one of the candidate
receivers for MB. Plant assays with MB are required to
measure ultimate adverse responses of plants, which
is useful for field trial for phytoremediation. This
current study suggests that phyto-assimilation of MB

Table 2: Inhibition rate of relative growth rate (RGR, %) and water use efficiency (WUE, mg biomass/g water transpired)
of rice seedling exposed to MB. Values are mean of 4 independent biological replicates.
Conc. (mg MB/L)

0

1.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

48-h

0

7.00

27.57

51.84

62.23

71.87

82.17

90.45

96-h

0

19.64

37.59

57.64

67.25

82.98

89.95

94.46

48-h

0

-3.60

6.88

38.97

51.81

62.80

73.78

85.05

96-h

0

15.95

29.52

51.20

60.69

76.24

85.55

91.31

RGR

WUE
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Inhibition rate (%)

(a)

Conc.(mg MB/L)

Inhibition rate (%)

(b)

Conc.(mg MB/L)
Fig. 1: Simulation curves of inhibition rates of various parameters of rice seedlings
exposed to different MB concentrations at different exposure periods (Fig. 1a:
48-h, Fig. 1b: 96-h; RGR: relative growth rate, WUE: water use efficiency;
Values are mean of 4 independent biological replicates).
Table 3: Estimation of the EC (mg MB/L) of MB to rice seedlings using different endpoints for phytotoxicity
Chemicals

RGR

WUE

EC10

EC20

EC50

R

MB (mg/L) 48-h

1.54

3.22

10.13

96-h

0.54

2.08

8.09

2

RMSE

EC10

EC20

EC50

R2

RMSE

0.998

1.69

3.82

6.47

15.02

0.983

5.86

0.986

5.21

0.94

2.85

10.16

0.991

4.25

is a possible removal process involved in
phytoremediation. Moreover, if plants are able to
remove MB from the contaminated media due to
degradation in the presence of specific enzymes
responsible for degrading MB, the complete
destruction of MB by plants can be expected. In this
current study, we also observed that transpiration rates
are also sensitive to change of MB when exposure
period increased. It is known that plants transpire
considerable amounts of water and thus can reverse

the downward migration of water-soluble chemicals
(Schnoor et al., 1995). Therefore, screening appropriate
trees has become the key for the design of
phytoremediation systems in field application.
Additionally, other factors need to be considered, e.g.,
water regime of the site, temperature regime, soil conditions,
resistance to local pathogens and parasites, growth rate
of the plants, growth period, use of the harvest product,
beauty of the plants, and of course the MB elimination
capacity.
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CONCLUSION
The results presented here indicated that acute
phytotoxicity of MB on rice seedlings was apparent.
Both parameters of relative growth rate and water use
efficiency in MB-treated rice seedlings showed a dosedependent decrease. The estimation of EC values
revealed that the relative growth rate was more
susceptible to the change of MB than water use
efficiency at both treatments.
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